
SAEDI — TOKEN

Tania Saedi has come a long way in the 11 years between the release of her first 
solo album, Exhale, in spring 2011, and her new album, Token. That’s a small 
eternity—longer than a lot of relationships, longer even than the Beatles played 
together. During these years, says the singer/songwriter, so much life has gone 
down, and so much music has come to life. Some of her favorite moments have 
included intimate solo concerts on the piano, as well as collaborations and tours 
with bands like !DelaDap and Budapest Bár.

This next album, her personal treasure, has revealed itself at its own pace. The 
daughter of an Iranian and an Austrian, SAEDI grew up in Vienna, and time has 
taught her that she can only work—and live—according to her own internal rhythm. 
She is a musician in body and soul; singing guides the direction of her entire life, 
and the stress of the accompanying business side is something she’d just rather 
not deal with. Put yourself out there all the time just to make a name for yourself? 
Almost a nightmare.

“I don’t always want to be on display,” SAEDI says, “and sometimes I have 
problems with the abundant noises of the world. It's all so loud, so fast.” She prefers 
giving her creative processes the time they ask for: “I try to go with the flow, not 
work against it, which is why I never have writer’s block. Sometimes you just have 
to wait.”

Now the moment has arrived to present the material she has spent the past four 
years writing. While her debut was a studio album through and through, created 
together with Markus Kienzl of the Sofa Surfers, this time SAEDI knew that live 
instruments were called for. She wanted to get in there and make music with real 
musicians again, to create vibrant, intimate, powerful songs that draw the singer 
and the listener into a special closeness. In this she has succeeded beautifully.

Each of the nine songs tells a story and has its own dramatic rhythm. The pieces 
are touching, sometimes stirring deep emotion. SAEDI has an intensity that is rare 
in pop music these days. In her own words: “I’m not interested in the lightness of 
pop. My writing deals with things that many prefer to ignore. Writing has been my 
escape since I was 11 years old. It’s how I process all my shit, how I find myself. 
But then, the finished songs are no longer about me, they are more universal, more 
familiar, like old friends.”

Musically, Token draws upon very different sources, including jazz and soul, even 
classical music. In recent years she has been impressed by Bon Iver and Agnes 
Obel, but she also keeps coming back to Fleetwood Mac and her all-time favorite, 
Tom Waits. But SAEDI doesn’t sound like anyone already out there, and with Token 



her own unique sound has come into its own. Alexander Nefzger is her creative 
counterpart. 

The result is not some sort of “perfect sound”, smooth and shiny, but instead—like 
us humans—is characterized by different facets and sharp edges, with songs that 
showcase this diversity. Some, like the opener “Simone” or soulful “The Bridge” are 
an impressive treasure trove of instruments, sounds, and vocals. Other pieces are 
more minimalist. And it is by no means a contradiction that “Sensation”, the quietest 
song, is also one of the most intense. 

Another highlight is “Bad Shape”, which starts with only piano and suddenly, 
surprisingly, gears up into a powerful Eastern groove. In “Right Side”, the singer 
displays the full depth of her noticeably matured voice. But here, again, it’s not 
about putting on a show, it’s about sheer emotion.

SAEDI has come a long way. And in this album it sounds like she’s found herself. 

Sebastian Fasthuber


